DRILLINGINFO
SERVICES
Tangible Solutions to Complex Problems

HOW DRILLINGINFO SERVICE
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Upstream Technical Solutions
Design custom geologic assessments and engineering analyses to optimize
completions, maximize production, increase ROI, and assure investors that your
high-science work is paying off.

Product Implementation
Install and deploy innovative products that keep you at the forefront of the
E&P industry to make sure you are getting the most out of your partnership
with Drillinginfo.

Market Fundamentals Assessment
The Drillinginfo Market Intelligence team will prepare a custom presentation
focused on your market questions and present to your management team,
board of directors, or at your shareholder meetings.

Midstream Strategy
Analyze pipeline, processing, gathering, fractionation, and storage assets by
area, including asset valuation and counterparty risk evaluation. Evaluate the
effects of proposed future pipeline projects on price differentials, and forecast
gas, crude, NGL, and product transportation flow dynamics.

THE
DRILLINGINFO
DIFFERENCE

Provide the tools
and training to
enable you to
become your own
in-house expert

Utilize customized
workflows specific to
the business strategy
Increase speed
and decrease
your work
redundancy

ES CAN HELP YOU
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Acreage Analysis
By utilizing our proprietary tools and software, our team of experts can
help analyze market fundamentals and break-evens by basin to inform A&D
strategies, as well as assess the geological risk of a specific area and create
type curves with economic profiles for due diligence in acquisitions situations.

Resource Maximization
Augment your internal team with our multi-disciplinary experts to provide
support on critical, quick-turnaround projects or long-term, managed solutions.

Refinery Optimization Modeling
We utilize a proprietary crude and condensate linear optimization model to
optimize crude flow for every North American refinery based on specific
unit capacities and configuration. The model integrates supply across U.S.
transportation networks, including current tariff and transport rates and
planned infrastructure development. We utilize this model to analyze the impact
of new or re-configured infrastructure, evaluate changes in refined product
prices, and to forecast differentials for crude qualities given their access to
refining infrastructure and product yields.

Develop a solution
that is better,
faster, and less
expensive than
what could be
created in-house

Apply a leading
edge process that
is custom built on a
case-by-case basis

Increase shareholder
value by applying
high-science
multi-variate analytics
techniques to improve
performance

Support the entire
lifecycle of the
project, from software
architecture to
delivery to training for
continued success

ABOUT DRILLINGINFO SERVICES
In the constantly changing oil and gas industry, everyone needs to do more with less. You
need a partner who will collaborate with you to produce tangible results customized for
your business. With Drillinginfo Services, leverage our oil and gas experts and industry
veterans, as well as our innovative technology and proprietary data, to solve your most
complex problems and to drive success in a competitive market.
Drillinginfo Services consultants have years of oil and gas industry experience and
technical expertise. Partner with a team that understands your specific problem and will
work with you to create a tangible, customized solution that will continue to produce
top-tier results well into the future.

Customer quotes:
“We have successfully created models and
landed all wells in our project with a high degree
of confidence…this is a huge milestone.”

PROACTIVE

EFFICIENT

COMPETITIVE

By monitoring the market, Drillinginfo continuously delivers innovative oil & gas
solutions that enable our customers to sustain a competitive advantage in any
environment.

Learn more at drillinginfo.com
Rev Info

“We’ve received excellent support from DI on
our Permian project…we’re so happy with the
results, we’ll be presenting the project at our
next industry convention.”

Drillinginfo customers constantly perform above their competitors because they
are more efficient and more proactive than the competition.

